Prof. J. Ferrater Mora  
Department of Philosophy  
Bryn Mawr College  
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010

Dear Professor Ferrater Mora:

We greatly appreciate your reading the Warden article on "Donoso Cortés" and concur with you that it is worth publishing. However, we suggested that he send it to a journal of political economy or hispanic studies since we found the topic too restricted for our Journal. We are primarily concerned with the interrelations of the ideas that migrate historically from one disciple to another and there was no evidence in the article that the ideas of Donoso Cortés had any effect on any discipline other than political economy.

We passed along to the author your suggestion that he could have used the Ensayo more extensively and made a few editorial suggestions ourselves. The essay has considerable merit and he should have little difficulty having it published.

Thank you again for your kindness.

Sincerely,

Evelyn N. Quinnell

(Mrs.) Evelyn N. Quinnell

Encl. April issue